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As the pandemic rages on, we have seen 

resiliency, community and family at its best. 

Though we may not be able to be with our 

loved ones, we have found innovative ways 

to stay connected. We have to be 

tremendously grateful to our frontline 

workers, many of whom are our very own 

alumni, who continue to selflessly sacrifice 

and risk their own lives for the greater good 

of humanity. Now more than ever it is so 

important that we do our part to stop the 

spread of this deadly virus by following safety 

protocols and seizing the opportunity to be 

vaccinated where possible. 

In April of 2021, we held our Annual General 

Meeting and our new executive committee 

was elected. We would like to thank our 

previous committee members, particularly 

our past President Gerald Alleyne who has 

been a stellar role model. With a new start to 

the year, we take on this great opportunity to 

serve our school that laid our foundation and 

left an indelible mark on our lives.  

Each year our dedicated chapters continue 

to commit time and effort to deliver on 

projects that have had a great impact on our 

school in a positive way. We have seen 

academic excellence and so many other 

great accomplishments from Queen’s 

College year after year. This is why I continue 

to encourage all alumni in Canada and 

around the world to become members of 

existing chapters or create new ones and pay 

it forward, whether it is your time, effort or 

resources. No contribution is too small!  

With the unfolding of our elected year, we 

continue our work on several projects to raise 

funds. These include: 

· Engaging our elderly alumni during the 
pandemic 

· Working on achieving charitable status 

· Improving the computer lab 

· Producing an extension of the QC History 
Book and 

· Awarding bursaries to support our students. 
 

Together, our contribution will continue to 
support initiatives that enhance our school 
projects and therefore create an environment 
that facilitates learning and development. 
This lays the groundwork for our future 
generation to deliver a brighter tomorrow.  
 

In closing, I would thank everyone in our 

community who supported us over the years. 

It truly takes a village to raise a child. I 

encourage us all to continue to put our 

shoulder to the wheel to ensure the 

continued impressive performances from our 

younger alumni as they embark on the 

journey to becoming highly productive 

members of society. 

Stacey Berrigan 

President, 2021-22 

Attended Q.C. 1985-91 

Cunningham ‘K’ House 
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“A glimpse in the life of A doctor 

on the frontlines during the 

pAndemic".   
 

Dr. Neville Burke — June 2021 

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

The World Health Organization declared the 

novel coronavirus outbreak to be a 

pandemic in March of 2020. By then, there 

were still just a relatively low number of 

cases in Canada after having noted the 

index patient’s arrival about two months 

prior.  

  

As one of Clinical Fellows in the Department 

of Adult Critical Care in the largest trauma 

centre in the country, I found myself caught 

up in a dynamic state of anticipation. Critical 

Care Physicians, or ‘ICU Docs’ as we’re 

described, treat the “sickest of the sick”. 

Hence, we knew that if the virus turned out as 

virulent as it was reported to be, great 

numbers of individuals would suddenly be 

relying on us for life support that we deliver 

via our armory of sophisticated interventions, 

medications and equipment.  

  

Our team had been studying the virus long 

before many people even thought to take it 

seriously. We perused countless reports on 

trends from around the world, had meetings 

with our experts, reviewed successes and 

failures from the handling of previous similar 

events, such as the SARS outbreak and 

Ebola, and wondered quietly how we could 

protect our families that we would return to at 

nights after facing the risk of infection on a 

daily basis.  

  

The first wave came upon us - numbers of 

infected and sick people started to trend 

upwards and the first state of emergency was 

declared. Health care workers at every level 

put aside their fears of this new pathogen that 

we knew so little about, and valiantly strived 

to help all those that sought assistance. 

Spring, then Summer came, and   with the 

new seasons there was a truly breath of fresh 

air. As the trees blossomed beautiful 

bouquets, the birds seemed to sing sweeter 

songs to serenade squirrel and skunk alike. 

The numbers of sick patients had decreased 

but did not return to its pre-covid state and 

the weight of work felt relatively light. It was 

during that time that I was promoted to Chief 

Fellow. My new role meant that outside of my 

clinical duties, I would also have 

responsibilities for the well-being, 

administration and organization of the fellows 

within my department. It opened my eyes to 

a very different side of the impact the 

pandemic would have on us.  

  

Our respite from the pressures of the first 

wave was more fleeting than we expected it 

to be. As Fall approached, the numbers 

again started to climb. Over the next few 

months, the ICUs, gently, but progressively, 

developed the kind of incessant bustle that 

creates indifference to the time of day.  

By the time of the deep cold of Winter, that 
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increased pace had been normalized by the 

teams’ steadfast determination to defy any 

difficulties that arose.  Amazingly, the more 

challenging the work became, the more 

intuitive the teams seemed to be. It was a 

beautiful sight to behold: the nurses, 

respiratory technicians, allied services and 

physicians of varying fields, all gelled 

together as one unit, selflessly pursuing the 

betterment of others. Many of these 

professionals worked to the brink of physical 

and mental exhaustion, sacrificing meals, 

days off and even precious time previously 

scheduled for their families, to ensure that 

there would always be persons around to 

help care for those in need. Some forged on 

despite sickness and even death of their own 

family members. They are indeed our 

modern-day heroes!  

  

The patients and their families suffered 

double ills in many cases. The primary ill 

being their organic sickness, resulting in 

hospitalization, and the secondary ill being 

the isolation that is a key attribute of this era.  

Coming into the ICU as a patient, one could 

suddenly find one’s self transplanted into a 

world of machines, alarms, pumps, tubes 

and total strangers. This separation from the 

rest of the population, resulted in many 

individuals having to make key life decisions 

alone, without a familiar hand to hold, or 

shoulder to lean on. On occasion, days or 

weeks would go by without the sight of a 

loved one’s smile or the warmth of their 

embrace. Major discussions and sometimes, 

farewell biddings would occur virtually. The 

oddity and solitude of it all could be quite 

disorienting.  

  

As a Critical Care Physician, most of what I 

do clinically, is far too invasive in people’s 

lives to be shared in stories. Hence, I would 

only venture to say that working on the 

frontlines of this pandemic has shown me the 

frustrations of isolation and separation from 

one’s family, the trepidation of suffering, and 

the anguish of loss.  It has also revealed the 

enormity of the human spirit, our invincible 

will to overcome challenges, and the 

unfathomable possibilities that can be 

attained when we all work as one.   

 

The seasons have again changed, the sun 

again rises early, the days now have a 

welcomed warmth. With this budding Spring, 

there seems to be a glimmer of hope. 

Vaccination rates are trending towards 

target, hospital admissions are starting to 

slow, and Provincial Emergency Restrictions 

will be rescinded. The Third Wave seems to 

be preparing to go away. These changes 

provide us the prospect of the beginning of 

new life – a post pandemic existence that will 

not only be inspired and reshaped by the 

recent events, but also refined!   

Editor’s note: This article was received 

during the third wave of the pandemic.  

 

Dr. Neville Burke attended Queen's College 

between the years 1998 and 2005, He was 

a member of D’urban “D” House.  He 

attended, the University of Guyana, School 

of Medicine for his undergraduate, 

specialized in Anaesthesia & Intensive Care 

at the University of the West Indies, 

Jamaica, and is currently working towards 

the completion of his fellowship in Adult 

Critical Care Medicine at the University of 

Toronto.  

Neville Burke is also a QC-OSA Past 

President. 
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reflections on A pAndemic 

Dr. Michael Chan — October 3, 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is now over 18 months since the 

coronavirus pandemic began and the 

story appears never-ending with various 

twists and turns.  Just when I thought things 

were looking up in the spring 2021 with the 

arrival of vaccines, human behavior and the 

delta variant got in the way.  The human spirit 

has become weary and longs for this to be 

over.  So, the question posed, is the end in 

sight?  I have been deceived by thinking this 

before, but recently scientists have provided 

some positive news.  The Oxford 

vaccinologists have pronounced the virus 

evolving into a milder form by next year 

spring like the common cold.   I very much 

want to believe this, but will another variant 

appear to send us 

backwards?  However, the scientist’s reason 

that the virus can only get in to the body 

through the spike protein which is running out 

of runway.  The second item of good news is 

that on September 23rd the Novavax 

vaccine, developed with more traditional 

technology, reported almost 90% 

effectiveness with a good side effect 

profile.  This is the vaccine that will be 

manufactured in Canada once the plant gets 

running by year end. 

The story here is that our outlook on the 

future depends very much on scientific 

development, as confusing as that has 

been.  Emotions and coping are related to 

hope, which in turn is related to accurate 

scientific understanding.  The problem 

however has been forces that deny positive 

scientific research findings. And therein lies 

the puzzle. 

 

As a mental health professional, I know that 

while science may be rational in its method, 

human emotion or behavior is not.  This 

unpredictability of human mental functioning 

has been a puzzle and frustration to many 

policy makers. 

 

Unfortunately, neuroscience is of no help 

here, and we must turn to other insights into 

the human mind and its functioning.  There is 

a branch of psychology not taught in most 

universities which focuses on 

psychodynamics or psychoanalytical 

thinking.  It is all conceptual or theoretical 

which science cannot pin down.  Therefore, it 

has been devalued and labeled 

irrelevant.  But it has helped me to 

understand human behavior and people, 

especially in these troubled times. 

 

The core issue is survival of the human 

species and the entire world is engaged in a 

reality survival experiment.  Thinking about 

the individual, the developing baby's task is 

to survive and grow with the support of 

caregivers.  That means avoiding pain or 

challenging environments, through 

communication or motor behavior.  If these 

responses to the caregiving environment do 

not work, the baby's survival apparatus 

breaks down and we get psychopathology in 

later life.  A certain level of stress helps to 
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develop resilience but overwhelming stress 

creates problems later. 

 

The baby learns to split off psychic pain to 

cope with anxiety.  If the baby is unable to 

integrate the good and bad split off (or 

compartmentalized) parts of his apparatus, 

this persists into adult life where the world is 

seen similarly, as good or bad.  The 

individual copes by becoming master of 

creating division in the surrounding 

environment.  It strikes me we are seeing a 

lot of that in these pandemic times.  Positions 

are strongly held and defended with 

aggression if necessary.  There is a need to 

impose one’s viewpoint on the other, with 

intolerance and hatred evident.  There is no 

sense of a balanced outlook, or how to weigh 

up pros and cons.  It is all or nothing, my way 

or the highway. 

  

In the face of anxiety, we expect the 

individual to defend against these unpleasant 

feelings by various coping or defense 

mechanisms. In an extreme form, this can be 

flat out denial even when reality stares you in 

the face.  Similarly, “I do not have a problem 

but you do” is a type of projection.  Or the 

other is totally blamed.  Once this occurs, 

they can be attacked.  And unfortunately, this 

has happened in public settings.  

 

This lack of social cohesion is quite baffling, 

as when there were world wars in the last 

century, there was a sense of togetherness 

fighting a common enemy.  And suicide rates 

fell. 

There is a common enemy, the virus, but 

people have turned on each other instead, in 

certain situations.  This can be viewed as 

dysfunctional coping to distract from the real 

threat.  The sad part is we now have tools to 

fight the virus but that has become another 

divisive issue. Our political leaders have 

failed in this regard to communicate the 

message – an alien particle has attacked us; 

we need to fight it head on together. 

  

The attack on public health professionals has 

been disheartening. The media report on 

September 23rd was that they are 

abandoning their work because of these 

attacks.  This devaluation of public health is 

unnecessary and destructive.  One 

observation I have made is that developed 

countries have put too much faith in their 

specialized healthcare systems to fight 

infection with curative approaches that are 

expensive and sometimes too late. For 

example, on October 1st, it was announced 

that an antiviral drug reduced severe 

outcomes by 50%. However, it would cost 

Can $900 per treatment course. Expensive 

treatments violate the principle that 

prevention is easier than cure.  The public 

health approach is about prevention using 

vaccines.  Population health is just as 

important as individual health, 

and is intricately interconnected. At the 

beginning of the pandemic last year, it 

was about income support, work 

safety, and the essentials of daily 

living. Leisure and group gatherings 

suffered 

  

Those with more resources fared better. And 

this is still true at the national level. Those 

with pre-existing mental health struggles 

were more vulnerable, and did poorly, but 

surprisingly a lot did okay. Virtual health care 

arrived in full force by necessity but for some 
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it still missed the mark. For mental health it 

could be effective, provided the technology 

support was available. A massive backlog of 

diverse health needs beyond mental health 

has also accumulated and will not be known 

for some time. The mindset or outlook is 

important as high expectations or feelings of 

entitlement can lead to bitter 

disappointments. The world has become 

much simpler, where we focus on the basic 

needs of life. And our lifestyle has tended to 

revolve around local communities. But there 

are also pent-up emotions about the losses 

we have experienced and the associated 

feelings that have been stirred up; there has 

been anger, blaming others, and resulting 

misbehavior including attacking the other to 

get rid of the bad within ourselves. I would 

have expected people to embrace life-giving 

approaches but I have been surprised, as 

many have rejected life-giving vaccines for a 

variety of reasons. One can only speculate if 

there is an unconscious death wish. But that 

is part of human existence with its 

unpredictability but also wonder. And this 

wonder is about life lived in its fullness and 

challenges embraced. It is being thankful for 

science and vaccines. It is being humbled by 

the forces of nature and perhaps 

acknowledging humankind cannot control 

the natural world, but we can deceive 

ourselves and be very good at that. I cannot 

allow myself to be anything but optimistic 

because my sanity depends on it. I must 

believe that this too shall pass. And to delight 

in the human spirit and connection in the age 

of technology. 

Dr. Michael P. Chan is a psychiatrist who 

attended Queen’s College from 1969 to 

1976.  He was a member of Austin “C” 

House.  Michael was a 1975 Guyana Scholar 

and a 1982 Rhodes Scholar.   He is now a 

mental health professional in Kingston, 

Ontario. 

 

 

leylAnd muss: 

durhAm chApter 

lifetime Achievement AwArd 

in humAn resources 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Leyland Muss attended Queen’s College 

from 1950 to 1957.  He was a member of 

Weston ‘F’ House.  

 

Guyana-born Leyland Muss, a Queen’s 

College alumnus, and one of the founders of 

the Queen’s College Alumni Association of 

Guyana – Toronto Chapter, was recently 

awarded the prestigious Lifetime 

Achievement Award by the Human 

Resources Professional Association – 

Durham Chapter in recognition of his 

demonstrated excellence in leadership and 

contribution to the human resources 

profession. He is the first non-Canadian born 

professional to receive this honour. 

 The criteria for the award include advocating 

excellence in the leadership of Human 

Resources, providing opportunities of 
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professional development and advancement 

of others in the HR profession, 

demonstrating influence or achievement in 

the workplace or private practice, 

demonstrating a contribution to the 

community at large and demonstrating 

personal integrity. 

   

Leyland Muss received his award from 

presenter and Past President Mary Norton. 

  

In Guyana, Leyland started his H.R. career 

with the Guyana Graphic newspaper and 

moved to the Demerara Tobacco Co. as H.R. 

Manager. During this time, he was the 

Secretary of the National Personal Officers 

Association.  Leyland owes a lot of his 

knowledge in the Human Resources field to 

two of his mentors, Harold   Davis and Earl 

John. 

  

His industry experience has been in 

manufacturing, food and hospitality, retail, 

mining, professional service, education and 

health-care.   He worked in Guyana as 

Manager Human Resources, Demerara 

Tobacco Company and was seconded to the 

corporate head office in the United Kingdom 

as Asst. Personnel Advisor with British 

American Tobacco Co. (B.A.T), based in 

Millbank London.  He was responsible for 

advising the B.A.T. companies in Central and 

Latin America and the Caribbean on Human 

Resources issues. 

  

He immigrated to Canada in 1977 and was 

Vice President, Human Resources for a large 

Food and Hospitality Company with 

responsibility for Canada and the eastern 

seaboard of the United States.  

   

He was a participant in the Management 

Training Program at the Administrative Staff  

College at Henley England and received the  

Certificate in Personnel and Labour 

Relations and the Diploma in the Advanced 

Program in Human Resources Management 

from the University of Toronto. 

   

During his H.R. Chapter membership career, 

he was Co-Chair, General Topics Group, 

chaired both the Mentor Program and the 

Recognition and Awards Committees and 

provided ongoing advice to several up-and-

coming Human Resources professionals. He 

has been involved in a number of business 

and community committees.  In terms of 

business, he served on the Council of Human 

Resources Executives of the Conference 

Board of Canada, the International Society 

for Strategic Management and Planning and 

the Business Consortium Committee on 

Employment Equity.   

  

He was appointed a member of the Employer 

Committee on Healthcare to study and make  

recommendations to the Ontario 

Government on reducing total health care 

costs to businesses in the province.  He was 

also a member of the Canadian 

Compensation Association and the Whitby 

Chamber of Commerce. 

 

His community involvement included 

President Jaycees South Georgetown, 

President Kaieteur Lions Club and District 

Zone Chairman, Toronto.  He received the 

District Governor’s Awards for Leadership 

Development, International Relations and 

the USA-Canada Forum.  He was also the 

recipient of three International President’s 

Awards in recognition of Exemplary 

Humanitarian Service, Leadership  
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Development and International Relations. 

  

Leyland was elected District Deputy Grand  

Master, Grand Lodge of Canada in the 

Province of Ontario in 2010 responsible for 

twenty-one lodges in the Toronto East 

District and is currently a Member of the 

Board of General Purposes.  He has 

designed and implemented a number of 

strategic initiatives requested by the 

Strategic Planning Committee. He is the Past 

Chairman and currently member of the  

Governance Committee of the Board of 

Kennedy House Youth Services, a not-for-

profit organization committed to providing 

care and treatment to at-risk youth in a safe 

and structured environment. 

  

He continues to share his wealth of 

knowledge as the Senior Principal of L.A. 

Muss and Associates, a Human Resources 

Consulting Company offering H.R. services 

to start up, small and medium sized 

companies.  Some of the organizations he 

consulted for were The Faculty Club-

University of Toronto, Kinross Gold Corp., 

Cadbury Adams Inc., KPMG Consulting, 

Manulife Financial Services and Sears 

Canada. 

   

Leyland has contributed to the H.R. 

profession giving presentations on various 

topics.  As a lifelong learner, he gives back to 

the HR profession through the gift of time as 

a dedicated volunteer for the Durham 

Chapter.  

 

Leyland Muss was not only a QCAA Toronto 

Founder member, but also a QCAA Toronto 

Past President and an ICQC Founder 

member. 

deen scores A hAt-trick in 

2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. M. Jamal Deen attended the Queen’s 

College of Guyana from 1967 to 1973.  He 

was in Cunningham ‘K’ House.   

The QCAA Toronto would like to commend 

and applaud Alumnus, Dr. M. Jamal Deen 

who is currently a Distinguished University 

Professor (highest rank of a Professor in a 

Canadian University), Senior Canada 

Research Chair in Information Technology, 

and Director of the Micro-and Nano-Systems 

Laboratory at McMaster University in 

Hamilton, Ontario.   Recently, in 2020, in 

recognition of his lifelong exceptional 

contributions in Engineering, Sciences and 

Technology, Distinguished Professor Deen 

received the highest technical award and 

election as a Fellow/Academician to three 

esteemed internationally scientific bodies.  

  

The first nomination and award for Professor 

Deen was for election as Fellow of The World 

Academy of Sciences (TWAS). TWAS is a 

global science academy based in Trieste, 

Italy, which is continually working to advance 

science and engineering for sustainable 

prosperity in the developing world. TWAS is 

a merit-based science academy, 

representing the best of science in 
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developing countries. The main criterion for 

election as a TWAS Fellow is scientific 

excellence. Only those scientists who have 

attained the highest international standards 

and have made significant contributions to 

the advancement of science in the 

developing world can be elected as Fellows. 

Notably, once one is elected Fellow in the 

TWAS academy, it is for life. Please join the 

QCAA executive in congratulating and 

applauding this significant achievement by 

Professor Deen who is the first Guyanese 

and first McMaster University professor to 

achieve this exalted Fellow status in the 

TWAS science academy. Professor Deen 

stated that he is especially proud of 

becoming a Fellow of TWAS because it 

recognizes his long-term extraordinary 

support and consultation for colleagues and 

research centers in the developing world and 

his promotion of their science and technology 

work. 

  

Another significant international science 

award which was achieved by Professor 

Deen in 2020, was his election as a ‘Foreign 

Member’ /Academician of The Chinese 

Academy of Sciences (CAS). The CAS was  

established on November 1, 1949, in Beijing, 

where it is headquartered. CAS membership 

is the highest academic accolade in the field 

of science and technology in China. 

Membership is a lifelong honor conferred by 

the presidium of CAS. Professor Deen’s 

election is in recognition of his exceptional 

scholarly work as a global leader in 

engineering science and technology and his 

long-term outstanding collaborations and 

mentorship of numerous Chinese scholars 

and researchers. 

From 1949 to 2020, there have only been 82 

Foreign Members elected to CAS. Professor 

Deen can be proud to be one of this small 

esteemed group of award recipients, last 

year, as he is the second Canadian and first 

Caribbean national to be so honored. The 

CAS attaches much importance to 

international cooperation, such as 

exemplified by Professor Deen, and 

considers international cooperation as a 

recipe for its success and an effective means 

to maximize potentials and resources 

worldwide to advance science and to 

address global challenges. Professor Deen 

commented that he is humbled to receive this 

honor from the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, one of the most difficult 

Academies to be elected as a Foreign 

Academician. 

 

 

Dr. Jamal Deen, Past President of the Academy 

of Science, The Royal Society of Canada and Dr. 

Bai Chunli, President of The Chinese Academy of 

Sciences at CAS Headquarters in Beijing. 

 

The last prestigious science and technology 

award received by Professor Deen in 2020, 

was from the IEEE – (pronounced "Eye-triple-

E)," which stands for the Institute of Electrical 

and Electronics Engineers. The roots of the 

IEEE go back to 1884 (the American Institute 
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of Electrical and Electronic Engineers-

AIEEE) when telephone and electric power 

and light industries began to become a major 

influence in society.  At that time, two of the 

well-known founding members of (A)IEEE, 

included Alexander Graham Bell and 

Thomas Edison.  Today, as the world's 

largest technical professional organization, 

IEEE's membership has long been 

composed of engineers, scientists, and allied 

professionals. The IEEE TCCPS Technical 

Achievement Award, “recognizes significant 

and sustained contributions to the cyber-

physical system (CPS) based on the impact 

of high-quality research made by the 

awardee throughout their lifetime”. Dr. 

Deen’s citation reads “for exceptional 

contributions to foundational technologies for 

cyber physical systems.” 

   

When contacted, Dr. Deen humbly stated 

that he was deeply honored to receive these 

highly competitive and prestigious peer 

recognitions. And he quickly added that while 

he is being honoured, these honours are a 

recognition and reflection of the exceptional 

collaborators, students and colleagues he 

has been fortunate to work with and who 

have contributed enormously to his 

academic and professional growth and 

scholarly work. He is especially thankful to 

his family for their continued support and 

love, and to the exceptional teachers he has 

had, especially those at QC who instilled in 

him lifelong learning skills, the importance of 

diligence and persistence, and to consider 

challenges and obstacles as stepping stones 

to even greater satisfaction and rewards. 

  

Jamal grew up just outside of Georgetown, in 

the community of “Coconut Walk”, La 

Penitence.  After leaving Queen’s College in 

early 1973 in lower sixth form, due to family 

reasons, he taught at Indians Education 

Trust College (now Richard Ishmael 

Secondary School) for four years. As an 

undergraduate student at the University of 

Guyana (UG), he was the top ranked 

mathematics and physics student and the 

second ranked student at the university, 

winning the Chancellor’s gold medal and the 

Irving Adler prize. As a graduate student, he 

was a Fulbright-Laspau Scholar and an 

American Vacuum Society Scholar. Most 

recently, he was appointed to the Order of 

Canada, the highest civilian honor in Canada 

from the National Government. Dr. Deen 

served as the elected President of the 

Academy of Science, The Royal Society of 

Canada from 2015 to 2017 and recently 

served as the Past President (2017-2019). 

  

As a lifetime member of the Toronto QCAA 

and a QC alumnus who received the 

foundation of his education in Guyana, it is 

the pleasure of our executive to congratulate 

and applaud Jamal for his applied scientific 

contributions to both academic fields and 

humanity as a whole. 

   

For further reading about Professor Deen’s 

extensive scholarly research works and 

ongoing scientific contributions to society 

please go to:  

https://scholar.google.ca/citations?user=c8q

sopcAAAAJ&hl=en 

  

 

 

 

 

https://scholar.google.ca/citations?user=c8qsopcAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.ca/citations?user=c8qsopcAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.ca/citations?user=c8qsopcAAAAJ&hl=en
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Further Sources: 

 

https://www.ece.mcmaster.ca/faculty/deen/c

v_brief.pdf 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M._Jamal_Dee

n 

 https://eee.sustech.edu.cn/?view=m-jamal-

deen&jsid=17&lang=en 

 https://www.ieee.org/about/ieee-

history.html 

 

 

lifetime Achievement AwArd 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aubrey Morrison is a recipient of BJH 

medical staff association Lifetime 

Achievement Award 

Aubrey Morrison attended Queen’s 

College from 1956 to 1962. 

He was head of Nobbs “L” House from 

1961 – 1962 

 

Aubrey Morrison, MBBS, MACP, FASN, 

Professor Emeritus, Division of Nephrology, 

is the recipient of the 2020 Barnes-Jewish 

Hospital medical staff association Lifetime 

Achievement Award. 

 

Only physicians who have contributed 25 

years or more of distinguished service to BJH 

are considered for the award.  Morrison 

retired from the Division of Nephrology in 

October 2020, having been at BJH for over 

45 years. “I am both humbled and honored to 

receive this award and are indebted to the 

many peers who wrote letters on my behalf, 

resulting in this wonderful honor and 

recognition”. 

 

Born in Guyana, South America, Morrison 

earned his medical degree from the Royal 

college of Surgeons in Dublin and the 

University of London in 1970.  He then came 

to WashU because of its rotating internship 

program and stayed to complete his 

residency and fellowships in nephrology 

(1975) and pharmacology (1978) at Barnes 

Hospital.  He subsequently joined WashU as 

an Assistant Professor in the Department of 

Medicine on the tenure track in 1978. 

  

A physician-scientist, Morrison became a 

pioneer in the study of inflammatory 

processes in the body.  His research focused 

on chronic kidney disease and how cytokine 

proteins and prostaglandins interact to 

control the body’s response to inflammation, 

injury, or illness and resulted in major 

contributions to the understanding of the role 

that COX-2 plays in the body’s response to 

inflammation, as well as prostaglandin’s role 

in obstructive kidney disease.   

His finding that the kidney cortex could 

metabolize arachidonic acid through a 

NADPH-dependent pathway of cytochrome 

P450 was published in the Proceedings of 

https://www.ece.mcmaster.ca/faculty/deen/cv_brief.pdf
https://www.ece.mcmaster.ca/faculty/deen/cv_brief.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M._Jamal_Deen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M._Jamal_Deen
https://eee.sustech.edu.cn/?view=m-jamal-deen&jsid=17&lang=en
https://eee.sustech.edu.cn/?view=m-jamal-deen&jsid=17&lang=en
https://www.ieee.org/about/ieee-history.html
https://www.ieee.org/about/ieee-history.html
https://www.pnas.org/content/78/12/7375
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the National Academy of Science. 

In recognition of his research, Morrison was 

elected to the American Society of Clinical 

Investigation in 1982, being the first Black 

physician elected to the honorary society and 

one of only four Black men elected to ASCI 

pre-2000.  When he was promoted to 

Professor of Medicine in 1987, he was the 

first Black faculty member at the School of 

Medicine to achieve a full professorship. 

 

Unfortunately, while accomplishing his many 

“firsts” in his early years at WashU/BJH, 

Morrison also encountered racial 

discrimination that ranged from 

microaggressions to overt racism.  Morrison 

has detailed some of his experiences with 

racism during his time at WashU/BJC in an 

article recently published in the Journal of the 

American Society of Nephrology: Reflections 

of a Naïve Trainee to Barnes Jewish 

Hospital/Washington University in 1970 – My 

First 25 Years (Jan 2021). 

 

  

Benjamin Humphreys, MD, PhD, Chief of the 

Division of Nephrology, commented on the 

article: “This is a sobering and troubling 

account, but also a powerful first-person 

contribution to the conversations around anti-

racism that we have been having in our 

Division, school and society.  Thank you, 

Aubrey for sharing your experience.  Having 

these painful conversations, and 

remembering and calling out our history, is a 

critical first step in building and maintaining 

the culture of diversity and inclusion to which 

we are all committed.” 

“I am very grateful to Ben Humphreys for his 

ongoing support and encouragement, and 

proud to be a member of the Renal family at 

Washington University,” says Morrison. 

In addition to the BJH Lifetime Achievement 

award, Morrison has been recognized with 

the Award of Excellence from the National 

Kidney Foundation of Missouri, and in 2011 

was named a Master of the American 

College of Physicians (ACP).  He was the 

first physician from WashU to receive the 

ACP’s Harriet Dustan Award for Outstanding 

Work in science as Related to 

Medicine.   From 2008-2011, Morrison 

served as director of the Division of 

Nephrology’s Renal Fellowship Training 

Program.   

 

In 2016, the Washington University Medical 

Center Alumni Association presented its 

faculty Achievement Award to Morrison in 

honor of his distinguished service at WashU 

and for his outstanding contributions to 

advance the understanding and treatment of 

renal disease. 

 

On how he is adapting to retirement, 

Morrison says he is “keeping busy and out of 

trouble!” 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Further congratulations to Aubrey Morrison, 

MBBS, MACP, FASN, Professor Emeritus, 

Division of Nephrology, who was bestowed 

the 2021 Distinguished Graduate Award by 

the Association of Medical and Dental 

https://jasn.asnjournals.org/content/early/2021/01/27/ASN.2020101516
https://jasn.asnjournals.org/content/early/2021/01/27/ASN.2020101516
https://jasn.asnjournals.org/content/early/2021/01/27/ASN.2020101516
https://jasn.asnjournals.org/content/early/2021/01/27/ASN.2020101516
https://www.acponline.org/about-acp/awards-masterships-and-competitions/harriet-p-dustan-award-for-science-as-related-to-medicine
https://www.acponline.org/about-acp/awards-masterships-and-competitions/harriet-p-dustan-award-for-science-as-related-to-medicine
https://www.acponline.org/about-acp/awards-masterships-and-competitions/harriet-p-dustan-award-for-science-as-related-to-medicine
https://www.acponline.org/about-acp/awards-masterships-and-competitions/harriet-p-dustan-award-for-science-as-related-to-medicine
https://nephrology.wustl.edu/education/nephrology-fellowship/
https://nephrology.wustl.edu/education/nephrology-fellowship/
https://nephrology.wustl.edu/people/aubrey-r-morrison-mbbs-macp-fasn/
https://www.rcsi.com/alumni/association-of-medical-and-dental-graduates/distinguished-graduate-award
https://www.rcsi.com/alumni/association-of-medical-and-dental-graduates/distinguished-graduate-award
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Gradates Royal College of Surgeons in 

Ireland (RCSI).  The Association of Medical 

and Dental Graduates present the 

Distinguished Graduate Award to a medical 

or dental graduate who has made an 

outstanding contribution to health care, 

education, research, humanitarian aid and 

patient care.  The award was established in 

1988.  Dr. Morrison, class of 1970, is the 

17th awardee of the medal. 

 

The ceremony, held August 21-22, 2021, 

was virtual again this year because of the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  In the video of the 

award presentation, a fellow Guyanese and 

personal friend of Morrison’s, Dr. Pamela 

Mangal, class of 1971, details Morrison’s 

distinguished career, awards and 

accomplishments.  

 

For further reading on Dr. Morrison’s  

accomplishments, please click on the links 

below: 

https://nephrology.wustl.edu/professor-

emeritus-aubrey-morrison-receives-

prestigious-award-from-royal-college-of-

surgeons-in-ireland/ 

https://nephrology.wustl.edu/aubrey-

morrison-awarded-bjh-lifetime-achievement-

award/

  

                              

 

 

 

                  

 

https://www.rcsi.com/alumni/association-of-medical-and-dental-graduates/distinguished-graduate-award
https://www.rcsi.com/
https://www.rcsi.com/alumni/events/the-gathering
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaLFwULlh3I
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the deArly depArted 
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our finAl tributes 

 

celebrAting A.r. kemAhl 

khAn 

By Joe Permaul 

  

Queen' College alumni, family members, 

friends and supporters of the Queen's 

College Alumni Association (Toronto) 

Chapter, we have all lost a very good friend, 

a father and grandad, and someone's 

husband. 

  

I first met Kemahl when he came to Q.C in 

1951 in form 2A, as a result of having won a 

British Guiana Govt. County Scholarship. He 

proved to be a very bright lad and serious 

student. After end of term tests and exams, 

Kem's name would always be among the top 

5 on the class list of about 30. It was in 1954 

at the age of 15 that he became a victim of 

poliomyelitis that kept him away from school 

for one year. He returned to school in 1955 

and in 1956 sat the GCE O' Level exams and 

obtained passes in all of the 9 subjects that 

he took. What a remarkable student. 

Kemahl then continued on to 6th. form and 

completed GCE Advanced Level in 1958. 

  

After a brief stint with the Guiana Public 

Service, he was off to the University of the 

West Indies in Jamaica (1961-1964) and 

graduated with a degree in Economics. He 

returned to British Guiana and taught at the 

Dolphin Govt. School (1964-1965) and also 

taught French at Central High School. 

  

At some point Kem was appointed 

Parliamentary Secretary in the Ministry of 

Economic Development headed by Minister 

Desmond Hoyte who later became 

President. He was privileged to accompany 

Desmond Hoyte with trade missions to India 

and China. He also went to Cuba on 

Government business and to enhance his 

knowledge of Spanish. 

  

Kemahl arrived in Canada in 1978 from the 

U.K He had graduated from the London 

School of Economics with an MA degree in 

Economics.  

  

              

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              A.R. Kemahl “A.R,K” Khan  

  

For what ever reasons, Canadian institutions 

did not recognize LSE qualifications. He 

became an employee of VIA Rail in 1980 and 

retired in 2004. He married Doreen Mattai in 

1980 and the union resulted in a daughter 

Michelle who provided ARK with three 

grandchildren who he loved in a very caring 
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manner, viz, Taishaun, Naishaun and 

A'Zariah. 

  

It was in 1991 after some 34 years that my 

friend Kem and I would meet again when 

the QCAA (Toronto) was being established. 

One will always remember the grand reunion 

gala held at the Royal York Hotel in honour 

of that occasion. QC old students from all 

over the world were in attendance.  

  

Soon after becoming a member of the 

association Kem became known as ARK. It 

was the way he signed off on his emails and 

any material he had written. Accounts of his 

service to QCAA (Toronto) would fill many 

pages. He was elected and served as    

President for 2 consecutive terms 2009-

2011. He also served as a director 2011-

2017, and as a Vice-President 2017 to Sept. 

2019. 

  

In 1998, the association's newsletter QC 

News was renamed "the Scribbler" which 

was one of the exercise books we used in 

school.  ARK was a prolific writer of articles 

for the newspaper. He was a pro at Latin and 

so very good at English. Most of the time he 

was also the editor. He would write reports 

on events that QCAA (Toronto) was involved 

with, such as a grand reunion held in 

Georgetown, or a bus trip to Casino Rama. A 

visiting alumnus from abroad would be a 

subject for ARK's pen. He would also discuss 

in his letters important issues being dealt with 

by the association. 

  

As V.P of Membership and Communications 

he would engage journalists of local 

newspapers such as Pride News Magazine, 

Toronto Caribbean, Caribbean Camera and 

Indo Caribbean World. He would provide info 

re: the history and purpose of QCAA 

(Toronto), and most important he would 

press the need for more alumni to become 

members. The publication of "The Scribbler" 

was to him a most important and necessary 

undertaking. He placed a lot of time and effort 

in its production. He would be greatly 

disappointed if an intended issue did not 

materialize because of lack of membership 

input. 

A major mission into which he launched 

himself was the pursuit of the association's 

own website. This was finally accomplished 

in 2006 with the help of a competent 

webmaster who would quickly comply with a 

request to post or to correct info on the 

website. (Colin Rowe). In the Spring edition 

of 'The Scribbler" ARK provided a very 

informative report of the website's launch. 

Throughout his tenure as a member of the 

QCAA executive, ARK maintained a cordial 

and meaningful relationship with the 

leadership and members of our sister 

associations. BHS, St. Joseph’s and St. 

Roses. There was also a good relationship 

with St. Stanislaus College. 

 

This allowed for the timely exchange of 

information and cooperation in various 

events. ARK would also serve on various 

committees involved with the organization of 

events such as the "Father's Day Brunch", 

the Literary Evening", and the "Awards" 

program. 

  

In retrospect it might be said that ARK's love 

of writing began in 1956, when he was the 

Assistant Business Editor of the "QC Lictor" 

the student's newspaper (1956-1957). He 

wrote 2 articles. One, a rebuttal to a local 

newspaper's proposal that capital 
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punishment be abolished in Guiana, and 

another about the musical accomplishments 

of a fellow student. 

  

In closing, it is only fair to say that ARK's 

unselfish and dedicated service to the QCAA 

(Toronto Chapter) will always be 

remembered. His love and care for his family 

was well known. 

May his memory forever reside in the hearts 

and minds of his loved ones. 

May our good friend rest in peace.  

Submitted by Joe Permaul 

Joe Permaul—QC 1948–1957, Weston “F” 

House 

 

Editor’s note: 

Kemahl “ARK” was QCAA Toronto Past 

President, and held several VP roles in the 

Executive (including VP Membership & 

Communications). He was also Past ICQC 

Vice President and Past Editor of the QCAA 

Toronto Scribbler newsletter 

 

remembering my ‘big bro’ - 

Albert rAmprAsAd 

By David Ramprasad 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

Albert in China 2010 

I often wonder just what it was like for my ‘Big 

Bro’ Albert as he was growing up in Berbice, 

British Guiana (Guyana) during his boyhood 

days in the 1940s and 1950s. Actually, he 

was the third of my six elder brothers along 

with three elder sisters and one younger one. 

For many decades as I got to learn and know 

more about him, I found myself switching 

from addressing him as ‘Bert to 

acknowledging him as my ‘Big Bro’. 

 

Albert was born in 1946 and was a finalist in 

the Ovaltine Quiz competition during primary 

school, eventually receiving one of those 

coveted County scholarships in 1958 to 

attend Queen’s College High School on 

Thomas Lands in Georgetown, Demerara. 

Since the family resided in New Amsterdam, 

it therefore meant that he had to cross the 

Berbice River by ferry to Rosignol and then 

take the train to Georgetown where he 

boarded, to attend Queen’s.  Our family 

eventually moved to Georgetown in 1961. 

‘Big Bro’ performed very well in academics 

and extra-curricular activities as he won 

several year-end academic prizes and 

represented Woolley “H” House in cricket, 

one of his several life-long passions. He was 

a good off-spin bowler and Cricket Captain in 

his last two years at Q.C. 

 

After completing his “A’ levels in 1965, he 

worked in Georgetown with the Ministry of 

Works and Hydraulics for two years before 

going to UWI, St. Augustine, Trinidad to 

study Civil Engineering. He graduated in 

1971, worked at Guybau until late 1972 then 

migrated to Toronto, Canada, where he met 

his wife, Judith Hanoman. The couple 

relocated to       Edmonton, Alberta and had 
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a son and daughter. He worked as an 

Engineer at Fort McMurray until the mid-

1980s when the family moved back to 

Toronto. 

‘Big Bro’ joined the QCAA (Toronto) Chapter 

in 1991 and served as Vice-President and 

President, receiving the Leadership Award 

as President for the 2004-06 years. He was 

Vice-President of Durham Engineering LTD 

(Oshawa, Ontario) and was responsible for 

reengineering old bridges and culverts in 

Guyana during the late 1990s. He also spent 

three years (2008 -2011) in China managing 

several projects and was the President and 

owner of Ramprasad Engineers, Inc. 

(Whitby, Ontario.) 

 

The Sandpipers soliloquized: “It’s the dream 

of every man to go back to the land where he 

was born.” However, that may be interpreted, 

‘Big Bro’ never forgot where he came from. 

He possessed that admirable quality of 

always being able to reflect and provide for 

the needs of others with a helping hand, and 

this attribute set him apart, and head and 

shoulders above! Nor for that matter did he 

forget what it was like crossing on the Torani 

– the ferry he took back and forth across the 

Berbice River during his preteen and early 

teenage years.  

  

He had an idea in 1993 that “the Guyana 

Government…should consider abolishing the 

Berbice ferry service and building a bridge 

across the river” (p. 14, The Scribbler-May 

2008 Edition). His idea, his vision and 

proposals for a State-of-the-Art Bridge were 

presented to the Government and, as with 

projects of this nature, other consultants and 

thoughts came along before the Government 

opted for the Berbice floating bridge which 

was completed in 2008. It took 15 years, but 

his idea became a reality. ‘Big Bro’ was 

“overjoyed” and “delighted” because “any 

type of bridge would be of great benefit to the 

people of Guyana” (pg. 15, The Scribbler-

May 2008 Edition). 

 

I was in continuous communication (letters, 

calls, emails, visits) with my ‘Big Bro’ over the 

many decades. When he was informed of his 

illness in 2015, we became even closer as I 

joined in the battle that would last for five 

years. On the last of my many visits with him 

and his family during the summer of 2019, we 

spent many days and evenings sitting and 

talking about various subjects and matters; 

Judith was always a part of that. He 

continued working in his engineering 

business and never stopped! 

  

On August 29, 2020 Albert transitioned to 

other duties and responsibilities. His family 

members were bed-side and reported on the 

pleasant smile he left us with. He is survived 

by his wife, son, daughter, and five 

grandsons!  Farewell ‘Big Bro’. You lived your 

life according to your own points of view, 

plans and decisions. Rest in Peace! Much 

love and Blessings always!  

  

Fideles, Ubique, Utiles! 

  

David Ramprasad 

Attended Q.C. 1968-1976 

Woolley “H” House 

  

Editor’s note: Albert Ramprasad was a 

QCAA Toronto Past President 
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eulogy for conrAd griffith 
By Virginia S. Griffith, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is not a happy day for us, but it is a very 

happy day for Conrad Joseph Griffith. 

There’s so much that I could say about my 

darling Daddykins, that perhaps.... maybe, 

only one other person sitting in front of me 

would know. And even then, some things we 

talk about shock each other.... I will always 

be an unyielding fierce advocate for him, so 

all those other things will always stay with 

me. That is how he would want it. But at the 

same time, he made everyone feel that they 

knew everything about him. That was a 

special gift he had. Everyone around him felt 

special, as if they mattered. Even so, the 

illness changed the vast majority of his 

relationships. One time someone told him 

that it was difficult for some people to hang 

out with the guy who had a stroke. I can tell 

you that it did not take his identity. He was 

still that amazing, good, giving, sharing, and 

strong man. He worked so hard to regain 

what his illness had taken from him. 

  

Consie, Conrad, C.J., Griff, Uncle... however 

you knew him, my Daddykins was my 

person, and I was his person - his gossip 

partner. We would gaff, laugh, cry, argue and 

get mad, make up, advise each other, all 

while loving each other unconditionally. 

  

He studied so many courses, and he 

obtained so many certificates. He received 

three diplomas from Radio College of 

Canada, Achievement Awards from Xerox, 

Toshiba, Panasonic and OCE, two diplomas 

from Conestoga College for Trouble 

Shooting Photocopiers, and six diplomas 

from Canon for Technical Proficiency for their 

printers and photocopiers. It was no secret 

that he worked hard and long. He held down 

2-3 jobs for the longest time. Water softener 

installations, photocopier repair, not to 

mention lead singer for more bands than I 

can count. His affiliation with the Queen’s 

College Alumni Association was so very near 

and dear to his heart. He received Service 

Awards as well as an Honourary Life 

Membership for the many engagements he 

performed, as well as the thousands of 

dollars that he gave in P.A. systems, and 

musical equipment that he shipped to his 

alma mater in Guyana. Conrad was a regular 

performer at Last Lap Lime, and I am soberly 

aware that he will be sorely missed. His 

musical range and vocal abilities, were 

absolutely incredible. 

  

He could do anything, and if he didn’t know 

how, he’d find a book that would tell him how. 

As usual, we (or I) would be up under him no 

matter what he was doing. Practicing with the 

band, mowing the lawn, laying floor tile, 

pouring the foundation for the brick bar-b-que 

in our back yard, stuccoing the basement 

ceiling, or even making bookshelves for our 

bedrooms. As close as I was to him, I 

became even closer to him after his illness. 

He told someone that the only thanks he had 

to give the illness was the extra closeness he 
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had with me. 

We all loved him as we knew him, and we will 

all miss him. Nevertheless, we remain happy 

at the thought that he is free, at peace, and 

without pain. For sure he is smiling and 

chuckling at what we are yet to know. 

  

I said that he walked into God’s arms and I 

am content that my darling Daddykins was 

welcomed with the everlasting love that only 

God could give him. Walk easy, Daddy, and 

keep talking to me. 

 

My thanks,  

Virginia S. Griffith, B.A. MBA 

  

looking bAck 60+ yeArs  

conrAd griffith  

At Queens college  1957–58  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

He sat immediately behind me in what we 

considered (in those days) prime window 

seats in form Fifth Classica—Queens College 

1957–58. The window aisle offered an 

unobstructed view of the section of Thomas 

Road (we knew it as Long Road), that ran 

along the northern flank of the school 

building. Not a lot of traffic in those days, but 

sufficient activity out there to distract and 

relieve the ennui of the classroom routine. 

But after the first few weeks, I realized that I 

really did not need Long Road to fulfill that 

particular distractive and oft times 

entertaining relief. Because, sitting right 

behind me was C. J Griffith.  

  

Affable, friendly, talkative and full of life and 

living, Conrad just seemed to make a dull 

classroom a few shades brighter, just by 

being there. He seemed to have first-hand 

knowledge of on-going activities around 

Georgetown pertinent to the interest of    

middle-aged teens—and was always willing to 

share same with anyone who would lend him 

an ear.  

  

Music was at the pinnacle of his broad 

agenda, and Rock and Roll and Bee-Bop 

were the rave at that time. CJ was right there 

with them. In those years, access to 

contemporary popular music was through the 

home radio—if one could access it when the 

old folks were not tuned in to BBC or 

Obituaries, or, alternatively at the corner 

Cake-shop juke box. But CJ seemed to be 

fortunate enough to be able to access other 

music sources or devices which facilitated a 

more intense grounding to the level of 

aficionado. He knew all the songs and sang 

then word for word whenever the opportunity 

made itself available. I was a prime recipient 

during any normal day in class. For 

example—in the 10-minute inter-period 

breaks, between classes, I learnt quite a few 

rock and roll and Bee Bop numbers 

accompanied by the stomping of his feet and 

beating drum on the desk, which would have 

normally eluded me in my normal routine, 
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had it not been for Conrad. I still remember a 

line or two of: 

‘Long tall Sally- she’s six feet  

She got everything that Uncle John needs  

O baby Yea yea yea yea baby  

Oh oh oh oh baby  

Gonna have some fun tonight.’  

Those tunes would be ringing in my ears long 

after the school day ended, so when the folks 

at home asked — where did you get that? –

and I replied—–at school, the next question 

would be—Is that what they’re teaching now?  

  

Never encountered Conrad after those QC 

days, however, I was not the least surprised 

to read of his successes as a musician and 

band leader. Clearly it was in his DNA. 

Incidentally, if my memory serves me well, I 

believe my good friend Roland Carryl was the 

occupant of the window seat in front of me in 

that class. Perhaps he can corroborate. 

                       

Rowland Fletcher, Guyana. May 2021 

Rowland attended QC 1953-1961 and was a 

member of Weston “F” House 

 

williAm “bill” fArley, 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

not intimidAted!  

By Vibert Cambridge 

 

We entered QC in September 1955.  That 

year was part a defining moment in post-

World War II British Guiana.  The moment 

extended from October 1953—with the 

suspension of the constitution and the 

expulsion of the PPP government—the first 

government ever to be elected under 

universal adult suffrage and 1957—the return 

to a government elected by universal adult 

suffrage.  

  

Between 1953 to 1957 can be called the 

“Interim Government years.”  It was a period 

characterized by tensions born in the 

colony’s anti-colonial politics led by the 

colony’s only mass party—the People’s 

Progressive Party—a party whose founding 

membership included several alumni with 

Burnham, Carter, Jagan, and Westmaas 

among them.  The demands of Guyana’s 

anti-colonial politics were not symmetric with 

United States interest during these early 

days of Cold War politics in the Americas.  

The suspension of the constitution and 

expulsion of the PPP government is an 

example of the consequences of asymmetric 

power in early Cold War politics in the 

Americas.   

  

The sustained presence of the British military 

in the colony since 1953 demonstrated the 

nature and lethality of the interim 

government’s power.  Despite this, the 

dialectics of change continued and as Carter 

noted, “inexorably and inevitably” a new day 

had to dawn!  The powerful in the colony had 

to prepare for that.  I am convinced that the 

incoming Form 1A class in 1955 was part of 

that preparation. The 1A cohort was part of 

the Sanger-Davis era.  The late Queen’s 
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College History Master, Robert “Bobby” 

Moore has offered his opinion on Sanger-

Davis’ positive role in preparing a generation 

for service to an independent Guyanese 

nation.  I support “Bobby Moore’s 

interpretation of the Sanger-Davis era. 

  

William “Bill Farley” is an exemplar of that 

generation.  He became an engineer with an 

international practice—Guyana, North 

America, and Botswana, where his is 

remembered with deep appreciation. 

 

I remember Bill Farley in 1A.  He came from     

Berbice.  The Corentyne.  The name Farley 

had heft.  He had an older brother (Saville) in 

QC who we later found out was the school’s 

most defensive batsman ever!  He was a 

poking superstar.  The Farley cricket 

prowess was with Bill as he quickly became 

a “sure pick” member of the 1A cricket team.   

  

There were of all sorts in the 1A cohort.  We 

had sons of lawyers, civil servants, teachers, 

from the commercial sector and the trades, 

and from the working class.  We had sons of 

expatriate officials.  In the 1A classroom, next 

door to the Music Room, 10- & 11-year-olds 

vied for dominance via wit, scholastic 

achievement, bombast, or fists.  My recall of 

Bill Farley is that he was never intimidated.  

  

Bill Farley’s passing is an opportunity to look 

at how a cohort lived our alma maters’ motto 

Fideles Ubique Utiles in Guyana’s post-

independence years and in the process, 

served as Presidents of the Cooperative 

Republic of Guyana, protected the nation 

territorial integrity, added to the nation’s pool 

of scientific of knowledge, enriched the 

nation’s pool of creativity, and lived the 

Guyanese life with all its vicissitudes.  

Thank you, Bill. 

 

Vibert Cambridge, A.A. Ph.D. (Raleigh, “B” 
House 1955 -1961) Emeritus Professor, 
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 

Editor’s note: Bill Farley served on the 

QCAA Toronto Executive as a Director 

 

in memory of 

dr. Anthony cAsimiro mekdeci 

April 21, 1937 -- June 26, 20 16 

  

 

 

                

 

          Contributed by Abbas Edun* 

Our family had known the Mekdeci family for 

a very long time. From 1947 onwards, my 

mother and I used to visit their clothing store 

on Lombard Street which was in one of the 

main shopping districts of Georgetown, the 

capital city of then British Guiana.  Before 

their son, Anthony came to Queen’s in 

September 1946, he had attended Saint 

Stanislaus College in Brickdam for two 

years.   

  

On entering Queen’s, he became a member 

of Percival (A) House and had a very 

successful scholastic career. The General 

Certificate of Education (GCE), Advanced 

Level in science subjects, was Anthony’s 

school-leaving qualification in 1955. He 

performed quite well in the GCE and was 

awarded one of three prestigious 
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scholarships. At the University College of the 

West Indies in Jamaica, he was a serious   

student and graduated on time. 

In 1962, Dr. Mekdeci came to Toronto and 

interned at Mt. Sinai Hospital. Two years later 

he started his own medical practice in Don 

Mills, Toronto, Ontario. It lasted for almost 

half a century.  In 1970, he married Johanna 

Byrne and they had a daughter, Zerlene and 

two boys, Brian and John. He had three 

grandchildren, Carmen, Tristan and Bo.    

  

Anthony was a kind, decent, affable and 

humble man with an abiding love of the fine 

arts, particularly ballet, classical music and 

opera. An adept and avid gardener, he was 

dedicated to the hybridizing of rose plants.  

  

He was not ill, so his passing came as a 

shock to the family. Whatever caused his 

death, he went peacefully, with no apparent 

pain or distress. Anthony died at home with 

his wife near the bed. He is deeply missed by 

her, the children, grandchildren, and by his 

numerous patients.   

  

Mrs. Mekdeci and her family are aware that I 

am very sad at Casimiro‘s passing. 

Requiescat in pace, my friend. 

Editor’s Note: 

The doctor’s younger brother Etienne, also 

an old boy of Queen's, was fondly known to 

his school friends as “Battle Axe." 

  

*Abbas Edun attended Q.C. 1949 – 57,  

Austin (C) and Woolley (H) Houses.  

He has contributed articles to previous 

issues of the Scribbler.       

  

obituAries 

We also say VALETE to the following 

persons who passed away since July 2020 

and convey our sincere condolences to their 

families and relatives. 

 

AARON, Keith Aubrey - one of QC’s 

esteemed and most accomplished alumnus 

passed on June 20, 2021 at age 72 in New 

York, He attended QC from 1965-68 and was 

a member “A” House of which he was a 

Deputy Head prefect. In QC, Keith had many 

significant sports contributions and academic 

achievements of which he was a 1968 

Guyana Scholar. Keith represented QC 

cricket teams at the Wight and Northcote 

cups and also represented Guyana youth 

teams at inter-territorial series competitions. 

Keith was also a Company Sergeant Major of 

the Queen's College Cadet Corps. After 

graduating from QC, Keith had a successful 

career in the Bauxite industry, working at 

Guymine and BIDCO. 

 
ALSOPP, Philip Anderson Desmond — 

passed on January 18, 2021 at the age of 94 

in Georgetown, Guyana. Phillip attended QC 

1937 - 45.  He was the brother of QC alumni: 

the late Dr Stanley Reginald Richard Allsopp 

(former acting QC HM and former 

UWI Professor of Caribbean Lexicography) 

and the late WHL (Bertie) Allsopp who died 

recently in Canada. 

  

CANTERBURY, Lennox — passed on June 

15, 2021 in Georgetown, Guyana.  The 

popular Lennox (Canty) attended QC from 

1966 – 71 and was a member of Raleigh “B” 

House.  One of Lennox’s accomplishments 

was when he was appointed the Mashramani 
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Coordinator and Coordinator of National 

Events at the Ministry of Culture, Youth AND 

Sports. On the passing of Lennox his 

contributions as Director of Mashramani, 

were publicly applauded by current 

Guyanese president Ifran Ali in the June 16, 

2021 edition of the Stabroek news. 

 

CHAN, Gregory Nigel — passed on 

September 9, 2021 at age 57. Nigel attended 

QC from 1973 onwards. He was the cousin 

of alumnus Dr. Michael P. Chan (1969–76, 

Guyana and Rhodes Scholar) 

 

Gafur, Haroon — passed on October 18, 2020 

in Toronto, at the age of 72. Haroon entered 

QC in 1960 after earning a Berbice county 

scholarship. He was a member of Austin 

House. After completing his A-Levels in 

1967, he taught English and Latin at 

Corentyne High School. In 1970 he entered 

the University of Guyana, graduating in 1970 

with an undergraduate degree in Economics 

and Business Administration.   He worked at 

GUYBAU from 1974-76 and then at Thomas, 

Stoll, Dias & Co. (Accountants & Auditors). In 

1988, he became a chartered accountant in 

Toronto, Canada and established his own 

accounting firm.  Haroon served as the long-

time auditor of QCAAT up until 2019 and was 

Treasurer on the Last Lap Lime Board. 

  

HO, Dr. Winston — passed on August 14, 

2021 in Los Angeles, California. Winston 

attended QC from 1957 onwards.  He was a 

member of Pilgrim “E” House and was the 

brother of QCAA Toronto member, Claude 

Ho (1958 - 64, Pilgrim House “E” House).  

  

MARS, Aubrey — passed on October 28, 

2020. Aubrey Mars (Marso) left QC in 1961 

and was a member of Nobbs "L" House. 

 

MCWATT, Ian Gordon — passed on April 17, 

2021 at age 88 in Scarborough, Ontario. Ian  

attended QC around the mid-1940s and was 

in Percival “A” House. He was an active 

soccer player in Guyana. In the early 1990s, 

Ian represented QCAA Toronto in friendly 

soccer matches against teams from St. 

Stanislaus when Ian was often QC’s goalie.  

Ian spent most of his working life in Guyana 

with Bookers Shipping at La Penitence 

Wharf.  

 

MING, Samuel Colin — passed on April 2, 

2021 in Georgetown, Guyana.  Colin 

attended QC 1965 – 72 and was member of 

Nobbs “L” House. He was the brother of 

Stanley (1964- 71, Nobbs “L” House). Colin, 

a former Golf champion, served as Vice 

President of the Athletics Association of 

Guyana (AAG).  

  

POLLARD, Oscar Derek — passed on 

January 23, 2021, ‘Polly’ attended QC from 

1956 - 63 and was in Nobbs “L” House. He 

was a prefect in 1962– 63.  Polly joined the 

GDF in 1966 and left to attend UG in 1971. 

  

WILlABUS, Clifford — passed on March 23, 

2021 in Atlanta, Georgia.  He attended QC on 

leaving McKenzie High School from 1971 - 

73 and was in Austin “C” House.  
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historicAl connection between 

british guiAnA And cAnAdA 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

James Douglas was born in Demerara, 

British Guiana, which is now Guyana, in 

1803. His father was a Scottish merchant 

with commercial interests in sugar 

plantations, his mother was a free woman of 

Barbadian-Creole ancestry. In the records of 

the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) he is 

referred to as Scotch West Indian. His 

parents were never officially married. 

  

At the age of 12 he was taken to Lanark, 

Scotland, for schooling. In 1819, at 16 years 

old, he was apprenticed to the North West 

Company and became an employee of the 

Hudson’s Bay Company when the two great 

fur-trading companies merged in 1821. 

James Douglas became Chief Factor for 

HBC at Fort Vancouver, Washington in 1839. 

  

In the early 1840's the western boundary 

between the British Colonies and the United 

States was in dispute. During this period, 

Americans were flooding from the east and 

had contributed greatly to the success of the 

United States in the Oregon boundary 

settlement. Very early, James Douglas 

realized that the Columbia District 

headquarters of the HBC at Vancouver, 

Washington was in danger of being annexed 

by the Americans. At the headquarters of 

HBC in London, there was also concern. 

  

Douglas recommended to the HBC 

Governor-in-Chief, George Simpson, that 

HBC move its Columbia District 

headquarters from Fort Vancouver (located 

in what is now Washington State) to the 

southern tip of Vancouver Island. The 

boundary between the United States and 

British Canada was established at the 49th 

parallel with the Treaty of Oregon in 1846; 

and that treaty awarded all of Vancouver 

Island to Britain. In 1852 Victoria was laid out 

as the capital of the new Crown Colony of 

Vancouver Island. 

  

Douglas held 2 jobs.  One as Chief Factor for 

the Hudson's Bay Company operating from 

Fort Victoria and the other as Governor of the 

Crown Colony of Vancouver Island. 

  

In 1858 the mainland area became the 

Colony of British Columbia; Douglas was 

named Governor and he continued as 

Governor of Vancouver Island; and he had 2 

key challenges. The HBC was granted 

exclusive proprietary rights over Vancouver 

Island on the condition they would establish 

a substantial British settlement within five 

years; and gold was discovered along the 

Fraser River around 1853/1854, in 1856 the 

extent and potential impact of this discovery 

on territorial boundaries became obvious. 

  

Douglas knew what had happened during the 

California gold rush when an estimated 

300,000 Americans from other states and 

people from abroad flooded into California. 

Douglas desperately needed settlers and he 

needed them quickly, settlers who could help 

to cement Victoria as a British administrative,  
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business and mining hub, thwarting any 

attempts by the Americans to re-assert 

territorial authority. 

  

Through his time and experiences as Chief 

Factor of HBC and Governor of the Colony 

dealing with territorial, commercial and 

political issues, Douglas would have been 

cognizant of the discriminatory laws, racial 

tensions, frustrations and obstructions that 

Blacks in California were facing. 

  

In April 1858 Douglas sent an invitation to the 

Black community in San Francisco via 

Jeremiah Nagle, captain of the steamship 

Commodore that sailed regularly from 

Victoria to San Francisco.  On April 25, 1858 

the Pioneer Committee of 35 Blacks s from 

San Francisco arrived in Victoria to meet with 

James Douglas. 

  

Some people were skeptical, saying that one 

year in a northern climate or failing crops 

would send the settlers right back toward the 

south.  However, the Blacks that had come at 

James Douglas’s invitation were looking for a 

place where they could raise their families, 

buy land to farm, build homes, churches and 

schools, conduct business, and work 

productively in the trades.   In 1977 the 

Government of Canada recognized this 

migration as an Event of National Historic 

Significance. 

  

The settlers flourished, as did James 

Douglas and British Columbia. Queen 

Victoria knighted Douglas in 1863 for his 

invaluable service to the Crowns. In 1866, 

the colonies of Vancouver Island and British 

Columbia were amalgamated as the Colony 

of British Columbia. In 1871 this Colony of 

British Columbia became the 6th province of 

Canada. Because of his energy, 

resourcefulness and intelligence as founder 

of the first major British settlement on the 

west coast, he is remembered as “The Father 

of British Columbia.” 

  

Resource: 

https://bcblackhistory.ca/sir-james-douglas/ 

  

 

 

how the wArds in 

georgetown got their nAmes 

 By Arlene Munro 

(Courtesy of Stabroek News, May 10, 2001) 

The city of Georgetown began as a small 

town in the eighteenth century. Originally, the 

capital of the Demerara-Essequibo colony 

was located on Borselen Island in the 

Demerara River under the administration of 

the Dutch. However, when the colony was 

captured by the British in 1781 Lieutenant-

Colonel Robert Kingston chose the mouth of 

the Demerara River for the establishment of 

a town which was situated between 

Plantations, Werk-en-Rust and Vlissengen. It 

was the French who developed this town and 

made it their capital city when they captured 

the colony in 1782. The French called the 

capital La Nouvelle Ville. When the town was 

restored to the Dutch in 1784 it was renamed 

Stabroek after Nicolaas Geelvinck, Lord of 

Stabroek, and President of the Dutch West 

India Company. Eventually the town 

expanded and covered the estates of 

Vlissengen, LaBourgade and Eve Leary to 

the North, and Werk-en-Rust and Le 

Repentir to the South. It was renamed 

http://bcblackhistory.itihosting.ca/why-they-came-and-the-pioneer-committee/
http://bcblackhistory.itihosting.ca/an-event-of-national-historic-significance/
http://bcblackhistory.itihosting.ca/an-event-of-national-historic-significance/
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Georgetown on 29th April 1812 after King 

George III of England. Georgetown was 

elevated to the rank of city in 1843. 

Georgetown has wards and streets with a 

variety of names which reflect the influence 

of the Dutch, French and English who 

administered the town at different periods of 

history. The Dutch were the political rulers of 

the town up to 1781 when they were 

succeeded by the English who were in turn 

ousted by the French in 1782. In 1784, the 

Dutch regained their political control of the 

town but surrendered to the English in 1796. 

The colony of Demerara-Essequibo was 

officially ceded to the English in 1814 and 

remained in their possession up to 1966. 

 

Cummingsburg was originally named Pln. La 

Bourgade by its first owner, Jacques 

Salignac. It was laid out in streets and 

building lots by its second proprietor, Mr. 

Thomas Cuming, a Scotsman, after whom it 

is named. He made a presentation of the 

Militia Parade Ground and Promenade 

Gardens to the town as a gift. It is noteworthy 

that Carmichael Street was named after 

General Hugh Lyle Carmichael who served 

as Governor from 1812 to 1813. He died in 

March 1813 and was buried in the Officers' 

Cemetery, Eve Leary. 

Water Street was so called because it ran 

along the riverside and formed the original 

river dam. High Street formed the leading 

road from the East Bank to the East Coast of 

Demerara. The part of High Street that ran 

through Cummingsburg was called Main 

Street.  Camp Street received its name 

because it was the road which led to the 

camp or garrison at the northern end of the 

city.    

Kingston got its name from King George of 

England. It was part of Pln. Eve Leary which 

was named after the wife or daughter of its 

owner, Cornelis Leary. Some of the streets of 

Kingston have military names because the 

garrison used to be located there e.g., 

Parade Street, Barrack Street and Fort 

Street. Lacytown was another leasehold 

portion of Pln. Vlissengen. L.M. Hill claims 

that it was named after General Sir De Lacy 

Evans, a Crimean war hero. However, James 

Rodway claims that it was named after 

George Lacy who bought part of the 

plantation from R.B. Daly, representative of 

Vlissengen. The owner of Vlissengen was 

Joseph Bourda, Member of the Court of 

Policy. After his son and heir disappeared at 

sea, the Government claimed the property 

under the authority of the Vlissengen 

Ordinance of 1876. A new district of Bourda 

was laid out and Lacytown was improved by 

the Board of Vlissengen Commissioners. 

  

Bourda Street and the ward of Bourda were 

named after Joseph Bourda, Member of the 

Court of Policy and former owner of Pln. 

Vlissengen. It was laid out by the 

Commissioner of Vlissengen in 1879. The 

Bourda Cemetery holds the remains of many 

old citizens of Georgetown. Only those 

persons who own family vaults or burial rights 

in the enclosed ground use it. 

  

Alberttown is part of what was formerly called 

PIn. Thomas and was laid out in 1847. It was 

named after Prince Albert, husband of Queen 

Victoria of England. Albert Street was named 

after him as well. Light Street is named after 

Sir Henry Light who served as Governor from 

1840–1847. 
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Queenstown was laid out in 1887. It was 

originally part of Pin. Thomas with an area of 

108 acres. The land was bought from Mr. 

Quintin Hogg in 1887 by the Town Council. 

The ward was named in honour of Queen 

Victoria who celebrated her Jubilee that year. 

Forshaw Street was named after George 

Anderson Forshaw, solicitor and Mayor of 

Georgetown. Rose Street was named after 

Peter Rose, an influential Member of the 

Court of Policy in the 1840s. Irving Street was 

named after Sir Henry Irving who served as 

Governor from 1882 to 1887. 

 

Werk-en-Rust developed on the old Dutch 

estate of Werk-en-Rust which means 'Work 

and Rest'. The first public burial ground was 

laid out in this area where the St. Phillips 

churchyard lies. This used to be known as 

the Chinese quarter of Georgetown. A 

tramway used to run through Water Street, 

Werk-en-Rust. Bishop Street is named after 

Bishop Austin, the first Anglican Bishop of 

Guiana, 1842-1892. Smyth Street is named 

after Major-General Sir James Carmichael 

Smyth who served as Governor from 1833 to 

1838. The Mayor and Town Council of 

Georgetown and the British Guiana Bank 

were incorporated in 1837 under his 

administration. Wortmanville was 

incorporated into the city in 1902. It was 

named after a planter called Henry Wortman. 

It is now part of the Werk-en-Rust ward. 

  

Charlestown was built on the front lands of 

Pln. Le Repentir and was named after 

Charles, Duke of Brunswick, who died in 

1806. The proprietor of Pln. Le Repentir and 

Pln. La Penitence was Pierre Louis de 

Saffon, who came to Guiana to seek asylum 

after killing his brother by accident. He died 

in 1784 and left a legacy for the De Saffon 

Trust which would maintain and educate ten 

orphan children until the age of 16. These 

orphans inherited his estate. He was buried 

on his estate next to the Church of St. 

Saviour. Saffon Street was named after him. 

At the time when Georgetown received its 

name in 1812, it extended from the sideline 

of La Penitence to the bridges in Kingston 

leading to the camp. An order of the 5th May 

1812 stated that the districts would retain the 

names that they already had. A Board of 

Police was to be established by the Governor 

and Court of Policy to be responsible for the  

administration of the town.  He died in March 

1813 and was buried in the Officers' 

Cemetery, Eve Leary. 

  

By the late twentieth century the city of 

Georgetown had expanded to include the 

villages of Lodge and Kitty. Some names of 

streets were changed after Guyana gained 

its independence. For example, Murray 

Street was changed to Quamina Street in 

honour of the respected slave deacon whose 

son, Jack Gladstone, led the 1823 slave 

rebellion. Kelly's Dam was extended and 

renamed Carifesta Avenue to commemorate 

the Caribbean Festival of Arts which was 

held in Guyana in 1972. The part of 

Vlissengen Road extending from the Seawall 

to Lamaha Street was renamed J.B. Singh 

Drive. Part of High Street was renamed 

Avenue of the Republic when Guyana 

became a Republic. Recently another 

section was renamed the Cheddi B. Jagan 

Drive in honour of the late president. Part of 

D'Urban Street was renamed Joseph 

Pollydore Street after the popular trade 

unionist.  

 

New roads were created such as Mandela 

Avenue, Homestretch Avenue, and Aubrey 
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Barker Road. Mandela Avenue was named 

after the indomitable freedom fighter, Nelson 

Mandela, the former President of South 

Africa. Homestretch Avenue was so named 

because it was built on the former horse-

racing ground at D'Urban Park in front of the  

pavilion which now houses the Ministry of 

Housing. These new names tend to reflect 

the pride of the Guyanese people in their 

nationhood and in their multi-cultural history. 

Some even reflect their solidarity with those 

who struggled for freedom in other parts of 

the world. 

   

 

 

Johnny and Johnny and the 

police  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(From the forthcoming memoir, by John R. 
Rickford, Speaking my Soul: Race, Life and 
Language, NY, London:  Routledge, with a 
foreword by John Agard)   

  

My friend Johnny Agard (Saint Stanislaus) 

and I (QC) had a hair-raising experience 

when we were about 15 years old. 

It was a rainy afternoon. We had been at 

Agard’s home, snacking on small lemonades 

and buns and small talking about this, that 

and the other.  The conversation turned to a 

party we had been to the week before, and 

the dances we had had with these Matadial 

sisters, daughters of a local 

magistrate.  None of us had ever dated an 

East Indian girl, so that was partly the source 

of our fascination. Suddenly we had the idea 

of going around to their home, not more than 

two blocks away, to see if we could attract 

their attention. And for some reason that 

escapes me now, we decided we would wear 

our raincoats, even though it was no longer 

raining.  

 

Off we went.  The home was a corner house, 

at the junction of two streets, and all the 

windows were shut because of the recent 

rain.  But hanging out by the back fence, we 

thought we could hear the girls in the kitchen 

at the back of the house, which looked out on 

a spacious backyard with fruit trees.  So, we 

hunkered down against the fence and started 

making noises like a meowing cat, a barking 

dog and other animals, in the hope that this 

would attract them. 

 

All to no avail, but we brave troubadours did 

not quit so easily.  Fifteen minutes passed, 

half an hour.  We started singing Beatles 

songs like “Yesterday” and “All my 

Loving.”  We were laughing and enjoying 

ourselves so much, the futility of the whole 

endeavor never hit us. 

 

What we didn’t know was that some youths 

had been climbing into the yards of that 

home, and others, in recent weeks, and 

stealing fruit from neighborhood 

trees:  mangoes, genips, sapodillas, and so 

on.  Shortly after we took up our position by 

the fence, a neighbor across the street had 

become suspicious, telephoning the 
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Matadials to alert them.   The police had also 

been called, and a vigilante group began to 

assemble in their yard to nab the would-be 

thieves (us!) if we tried to escape before the 

cops came.   We were totally oblivious to the 

fact that these “vigilantes,” armed with sticks, 

shovels and other implements, had quietly 

gathered in the neighbor’s yard.   And that the 

police were on their way. 

 

After another ten minutes or so, when we had 

shifted from singing to calling out their 

names, “Ranee!  Indira!” and got nothing but 

stony silence in return, we decided to call it 

quits.  But as we crossed the gutter and 

returned to the road, a mob of men charged 

out of the neighbor’s house across the street, 

intent on thwarting us from 

leaving.  Shocked, we wondered whether if it 

was us they were after, or someone else.  But 

before they could close the gap of thirty feet 

that separated us, a police car screeched to 

a halt between us, and two cops jumped out.  

“You all stop right dere!” one bellowed.  And 

I immediately froze. 

But the other Johnny, scared out of his wits, 

took off running.  One of the policemen 

immediately pulled his gun and said, “Tell 

yuh friend to stop or I gon shoot he dead!” 

“Jahnny!  Jahnny! Stop or dey gon kill yuh!” I 

shouted, and thankfully, Johnny halted.   

The vigilante mob was only too eager to 

chase him down too, restrained only by the 

police. 

  

By this time justice Matadial was on his front 

steps, surrounded by his wife and children, 

and fulminating about these damned fruit 

tree thieves, and what he would like to do 

with them.  Johnny and I, in the grasp of the 

police, looked alternately confused and 

terrified. 

Recognizing us, one of the Matadial girls 

cried out, “Oh God, i’s Jahnny and Jahnny!” 

To which their indignant father replied that 

they couldn’t possibly know these would-be 

thieves and ordered them inside. 

The cops shoved us into the back of their car 

and drove us to the nearby Alberttown police 

station. A sizeable crowd, a mixture of stick-

brandishing vigilantes and curiosity seekers 

wanting to know what had happened, 

pressed against the car windows to look at 

us. 

This was all a brand-new experience for us to 

be in police custody, about to be charged 

with intent to steal, and we kept protesting 

that we were only would-be paramours, 

intent on attracting the two girls who had 

recognized us on the steps. 

But to no avail.  They put us in a holding cell 

(more like a cage, with stiff chicken wire 

rather than steel bars) behind the intake 

counter and left us to stew for what seemed 

like hours before an interrogating detective 

could come to grill us. 

We were completely petrified.  One question 

Johnny A. asked was whether his mother, a 

Portuguese woman riding a duck belly 

bicycle, had come by to check on him.  News 

travels fast in Georgetown, and she was a 

single parent, and he was her only 

child.   “Yes, she did come by,” one of the 

officers said, “even before you all 

arrived.”  But she had gone on to the 

Brickdam police station after discovering we 

were not at Alberttown. Thinking about our 

angry parents made us even more anxious, 

as we worried about how best to explain and 

protest our innocence when the detective 

arrived.The detective was a middle-aged 

man, Afro-Guyanese, with a serious and 

somewhat forbidding look.  He began by 
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telling us about reports they had received 

about fruit-thieves in the area, and what a 

serious matter that was.  In turn, we poured 

out our denials that we had gone to the 

Matadial house, not to steal anything, but like 

would be-Romeos, hoping to gain the favor 

of the two teenage Juliets that lived there, 

whom we knew and had danced with at a 

recent party. 

The detective stared at us silently for a 

while.  Then after looking at the names on the 

cops’ intake report, he asked me, “Are you 

related to Russell Rickford, who used to work 

at B.G. Consolidated Goldfields in the 

interior?”  

“Yes! Yes! He’s my father!” I clamored. 

“I used to work up dey, in de bush,” he 

explained.  And after a moment or two, he 

added, “Russell is a decent man, and I would 

never expect a son of his to be a thief!” 

“Dat is true!” I exclaimed, briefly recounting 

the paramour line again, and noting that we 

were both students at the top schools for 

boys in Guyana—me at Queen’s College, and 

Johnny A. at Saint Stanislaus College. “All 

right,” he said, and left the room to consult 

with the cops who had arrested us.  

After about fifteen minutes, he returned to 

say that he believed our story.  But that if we 

EVER came before them on similar charges, 

they would lock us up and throw away the 

key. “Now get out of here!” he said, trying to 

maintain a stern face.  

We were out of there in no time. 

For the record, as our Wikipedia pages 

attest, we were never serious fruit thieves, or 

troubadours, but distinguished ourselves in 

other respects, me as an academic linguist 

who was elected to the American Academy 

of Arts and Sciences before retiring from 

Stanford University in 2019 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_R._Rickf

ord)  

And Agard as a prolific poet who was 

presented by Queen Elizabeth with the 

Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry in 2012, 
joining previous recipients like Derek 
Walcott and W.H. Auden 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Agard).  

Contrast the fate of teenagers of color in the 

US who never had the chance to live their 

lives and fulfill their destinies, like 12 year 

old Tamir Rice 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shooting_of_T

amir_Rice), 17 year old Trayvon Martin 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trayvon_Marti

n) and 13 year Adam Toledo 

(https://chicago.suntimes.com/news/2021/4/

5/22367894/adam-toledo-shooting-police). 

Luckily for us, the police in Guyana 

threatened to shoot, but never did. 

Dr. John R Rickford attended  
Queen's College between the years 1960 
and 1967.  
He was a member of Austin ‘C’ house and 
Head of School  
He was a junior master at QC before leaving 
for university in 1968.  
 

John R Rickford 
J.E. Wallace Sterling 
Professor of Humanities Dept of Linguistics, 
and by courtesy, Education, emeritus 
Bass University Fellow in  
Undergraduate Education,  
Stanford University 
Stanford, CA. 94305-2150 
Member, American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences 
Member, National Academy of Sciences 

www.johnrickford.com  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_R._Rickford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_R._Rickford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Agard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shooting_of_Tamir_Rice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shooting_of_Tamir_Rice
https://chicago.suntimes.com/news/2021/4/5/22367894/adam-toledo-shooting-police
https://chicago.suntimes.com/news/2021/4/5/22367894/adam-toledo-shooting-police
http://www.johnrickford.com/
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QcAA toronto AwArds 

bursAries 

The Toronto Chapter of the Guyana Queen's 

College of Alumni Association (QCAA) has 

awarded bursaries to 32 deserving students: 

Callum Morren and Ayeshia Alexis Carter are 

the 2020 Bursary awardees.  The bursaries 

were awarded under the 2020 QCAA Toronto 

Bursary Fund and each student will each 

receive a one-time cash award of $CAN 

1,000. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Callum Rayman Morren 

Callum is the grandson of Syed Rayman – 

alumnus (1957 - 60, Percival “A” House), and 

QCAA Toronto Director — and was the 

recipient of a bursary that was awarded in the 

name of past QC Music Teacher Lynette 

Dolphin.   

  

Callum graduated in 2019 from Cawthra Park  

Secondary School in Mississauga, Ontario 

with an overall average of 83% and 89%, 

respectively, in his last 2 years in high school.  

He is currently in the first year of a BSc 

degree program in Commerce at McMaster 

University, Hamilton, Ontario and is aspiring 

to a job in the finance sector of business or 

opening his own small business.   

  

Callum was the school valedictorian and an 

Ontario Scholar.  He was also awarded the 

high school’s Scholarship Medallion for 

achieving at least 80% average over 6 

semesters of his high school career 

  

Callum is an accomplished athlete and was a 

member of three (3) different sports teams:  

hockey, tennis, and golf.  Callum also 

volunteered in local community: helping to 

build and maintain community ice rink, 

organizing spring and summer fairs.  During 

the COVID-19 period, he worked as a Plant 

Salesman at a Nursery. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Ayeshia Carter 

Ayeshia was the recipient of a bursary in the 

name of former Principal Morrison 

Telemachus (M.T.) Lowe, she is the grand-

daughter of Gerald Alleyne QC alumna (1963 

– 71, Raleigh” B” House) QCAA Immediate 

Past President, current ICQC Executive 

Secretary and, the daughter of QC alumnus, 

Brian Carter (1982 –88, Nobbs “L” House). 

  

Ayeshia is currently in the first year of an 

Associate Science degree program in 

Biology at the University of Guyana and is 

aiming to get a job in the science field such 

as a lab technician.  

Ayeshia graduated from Brickdam 

Secondary High School, Georgetown, 

Guyana 10 CXC CSEC subjects (two grade 
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Is).  She participated in the field events 

during sports time. After leaving Brickdam, 

Ayeshia joined an environmental club and 

participated in a coastal cleanup and a 

cleanup around the entire compound of the 

Government Technical institute. Outside of 

school, she was involved in her church’s 

youth group and dancing sessions, where 

she was able to interact with other young 

people in the community. Her most recent 

volunteer stint was with the Vacation Bible 

School. 

 

Additional details on the scholarship can be 

found at 

https://www.qcalumnitoronto.com/home 

 

Editor’s note: 

QCAA (Toronto) wishes to encourage QC- 

leaving students to apply and to inform them 

that the CXC certificates are acceptable 

transcripts.  

 

 

  

 

https://www.qcalumnitoronto.com/home
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President 

           Stacey Berrigan 

Past-President 

           Gerald Alleyne 

Vice-President 

Reginald “Reggie” Thompson 

Vice-President 

           Neville Burke 

     Vice-President 
     Graham Boyce 

  

Treasurer 

           Audrick Chung 

Secretary 

           Victor Moses 

  Asst. Secretary/Treasurer 

         Lindsay Davidson 

Director 

           Roger Sawh 

Director 

         Horace Fletcher 

Director 

           Syed Rayman 

Director 

          Angela Thomas 

In the current wave of a once in a century pandemic, we are living in a time of increasing misinformation with 

the ongoing tragic consequences of people being misled by all media .... even to the permanent detriment of 

health and life.    
 

Our QCAA Toronto Executive, in our commitment to togetherness and community support, hearkens back to 

the words of former headmaster Doodnauth Hetram's Forward for the 1965/66 Lictor, "Where there is truth 

there is justice, and Q.C. stands firmly on the twin pillars of truth and justice. Veritas vincit says the Latin and 

let that be the motto," and this continues to guide us 55 years later in our QC community of Toronto and 

beyond.” 


